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Research Statement:

Practitioners note that both mission focus and family focus are important in any family-oriented philanthropy. For example, Blanchard asserts that “…family foundations have two purposes (or goals): social impact and family unity.” In a summary of donor intentions for creating family foundations, Flather et al. note that donors create family foundations not only for “…formalizing charitable giving…” but also for “[t]eaching subsequent generations of the family to carry on the family’s tradition of giving,…[p]roviding a[n]…opportunity for parents to reinforce the value of philanthropic activity and the responsibilities of privilege…[and]….p]romoting family unity…” Scholars acknowledge that both are at least relevant. Do family foundation boards actually differ in terms of the degree to which one focus is emphasized over the other? What implications for grantmaking, board membership and structure does this difference represent? I am using concepts from agency theory and institutional theory to examine these questions.
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